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As a society, we are seeing rapid and significant developments in video gaming, a field that is on its way to outdistancing the film and television industry. We are also witnessing the development and marketing of multiplayer online gaming. Yet much like the telephone at the turn of the century or television 50 years ago, video games are linked to controversy.

Many people believe that gaming is addictive and leads to violence, a belief not borne out by evidence. Some researchers have shown, for example, that the behavioral problems of young people who play video games have their source elsewhere; they suggest that being drawn into violent games is the expression of a malaise that has other causes.1 One wide-scale study found that players spend just as much time as non-players reading, doing homework and playing sports and that they have normal social relationships with their friends and parents. In and of themselves, games do not seem to present a problem for young people.2

So, our question is, Can video games be used for learning in the classroom, particularly in the area of literacy and numeracy?

Overview of Gaming Today

It is appropriate to include a few definitions here because the field of video games is so vast. First, we must make the distinction between serious games, simulations and online games. The concept of serious games, proposed in 1970, has recently been redefined as an intellectual competition against a computer that follows well-defined rules, has an educational purpose and can also be entertaining.3 Simulation is different; there is not necessarily a winner or a loser.
Aspects of gaming that reinforce motivation ...

In serious games and simulations:
- Students are active – they manipulate objects and variables.
- Students have control over their actions (and are further engaged when each action creates a reaction).
- Students engage in inductive, experiential learning.

In online games (MMOGs):
- Students enjoy personalized paths or itineraries – they adapt their learning as they go.
- Students learn from peers – they communicate with others as an integral part of the game.

Educational Principles at Play

Serious video games and computer simulations offer an interesting context for learning because they reinforce student motivation. This has been demonstrated by several researchers who have explored the educational principles at play in video games. The first principle is that students are active, not passive, as they manipulate objects and variables. Correspondingly, they are more engaged in their learning. The second principle is that students have control over their actions. As they observe that each action creates a reaction, they become increasingly motivated. Third, animation increases motivation: students are more likely to return to activities that include animated graphics. Lastly, serious games support inductive, experiential learning, with a genuine constructivism approach.

While MMOGs are not educational video games as such, they can provide a context for adaptive learning, because they allow for multiple personalized paths or itineraries. In addition to offering the flexibility of paths, they have all of the advantages of serious games in terms of motivation. Communication among players during play also introduces a social aspect that opens the door to knowledge acquisition with peers. This moves the game beyond a constructivism approach to a socio-constructivism approach. This approach has ramifications that can transform the social identity and collegiality of the players. It also has features that support learning: pleasure, interactivity, problem solving and creativity. These types of games appeal to students by providing new opportunities for learning, which should increase achievement in the classroom. A study on the informal learning that occurs with these games shows that there are two levels of learning with an MMOG; first, there is the game itself, and second, there is the discussion about the game that serves to complete the learning. On the basis of this inductive model, we are proposing two activities that will motivate students through the use of serious games and online games.

Some Skill-Building Games

To get started in using video in the classroom, we suggest two serious games (Les exercices interactifs du CCDMD\(^a\) and Les Toké’s\(^b\)) and two activities with MMOGs (Antarcticke and RuneScape).\(^c\)

For learning French grammar – Les exercices interactifs du CCDMD provides several games for learning French grammar. Depending on the topic the teacher wants to address (for example, punctuation or pronouns), the site offers several interactive games that are played individually. Each exercise includes a solution. In this way, the student can solve each problem through trial and error and learn the grammatical rule.

For learning basic math and language skills – Les Toké’s offers several math and language games that involve addition, times tables, using a keyboard, changing simple sentences into compound sentences and so on. Activities are timed and the student can focus on achieving a score. The highest scores are posted, and this motivates the students. These games give teachers the option of printing the students’ screens, but the students mark themselves using the game’s answer key.
For practising multiplication and percentages – Antarctic is a game in which children pretend to be penguins exploring a new world and finding ways to ensure their survival. Students perform a number of tasks that draw on their mathematics skills. This game can be used to teach basic mathematical operations (multiplication, addition, subtraction, division) involving whole numbers and more complex concepts such as integers and percentages.

- Students register on the site (5 minutes) and then explore their character’s environment (10 minutes).
- The teacher suggests an activity (15 minutes) in which the students make purchases with start-up capital (Figure 1a) or answer a survey (Figure 1b). In the first case, students use multiplication or subtraction to purchase supplies while working within a budget. In the second case, a survey provides a real, interactive example of percentages.
- The teacher formalizes the concepts of operations involving whole numbers, or percentages, based on the example in the game (15 minutes). Because the game affords students practical experience in working through the example, learning is inductive. The game also offers many management activities that can be used to create other learning activities.

For language practice – RuneScape provides many possibilities for creating educational activities, primarily through quests that the students can go on, either alone or in teams of two.

- Students register on the site (5 minutes) and then explore their character’s environment (5 minutes).
- Students follow the introductory tutorial individually (40 minutes), reading the instructions for different characters who perform various actions in the game, for example, protecting the bag from a goblin attack (see Figure 2). Student comprehension is validated as their character progresses through the game. The teacher can define new vocabulary as needed or, together, the students can create a word bank
- Then, after the game, students can write a composition that uses the vocabulary from the word bank as a way of checking what they have learned.
**Tips for Practice**

Many free, high-quality games are available on the Internet that can be used inside or outside of the classroom. When selecting a serious game, first ensure that it is sufficiently interactive. A simple video presentation does not provide genuine instruction. Next, ensure that the game is user-friendly and usable. Instructions, workload and consistency of a game’s functions can disrupt progress if the game’s ergonomics are poorly designed. Finally, interactivity must be in line with the learning process: each click of the mouse must have meaning.

Using video games successfully in the classroom requires both preparation and ongoing teacher involvement. First, teachers need to ensure that the security features of the school’s network allow access to the game. One computer with an Internet connection per student, or for every two students, is ideal. If there isn’t one computer for each student, the teacher can lead the game as a group activity using a projector or an interactive whiteboard. The teacher also plays a central role in the learning activities that the games create. Some serious games on the Internet provide simple instructions, for example, questionnaires with integrated guides and answers. Others do not provide instruction per se, but they do make it possible for the teacher to review concepts and act on content in advance of playing. The same is true for MMOGs that are available for free on the Internet. These games offer tutorials that students can access to validate their understanding of the instructions by means of on-screen action (declarative, procedural link). The teacher can then suggest a writing activity in order to introduce the vocabulary that the students will need to acquire during the game. The most important thing is to choose a game that will ignite students’ imagination.

**In Summary**

Activities involving video games will increase student motivation and help them develop their literacy and numeracy skills in imaginary interactive contexts that are more appealing than a book for many students. Educational video games offer great potential as they continue to evolve. They are a part of a great tradition: learning while having fun.

---
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**Video games**

The free high-quality games referred to in this article are listed below. Consulted in August 2009.

- a) http://www.cedmd.ac.ca/fr/exercices_internet5s/
- b) http://www.tokemaths.com
- c) http://www.antaretik.fr
- d) http://www.runescape.com/
- e) http://theleme-lejeu.com/ (Beta version)